If you’re heading to the beach this summer, consider some of these lesser-known beaches we’ve uncovered—each with its own unique personality. And for those who believe that every beach pairs well with a good book, you’re in luck. We’ve included our recommendations for the perfect beach-book pairing.
Wauwinet

The private beaches at Wauwinet are perfect for the beachbum looking for a luxury experience. Loungers on the green lawn look out over the beach to the ocean, just a short distance away. Relax with your summer reading and cool drink in hand, in a serene luxurious setting with hotel amenities close by.

Nantucket, Mass. wauwinet.com

Four Blood Moons: Something is About to Change
by John Hagee

Non-fiction from Worthy Publishing

Inspired by NASA projections and history, John Hagee reveals direct connections between four upcoming blood-moon eclipses and what they portend for Israel and all of humankind.

Emma, Mr. Knightley and Chili-Slaw Dogs
by Mary Jane Hathaway

Fiction from Howard Books

This story of a modern-day journalist is a comical contemporary take on the Jane Austen classic, featuring a colorful cast of spunky Southern belles.

Sisterland
by Curtis Sittenfeld

Fiction from Random House

A mesmerizing novel of family and identity, loyalty and deception, and the delicate line between truth and belief, this story is about twin sisters with paranormal senses. This book exemplifies Sittenfeld’s unerring talent for finding the extraordinary moments in our everyday lives.